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[Note: The following article was provided to OUTPOST OF FREEDOM by the author. OFF
has spoken with the author on numerous occasion and has determined that this information
is the of the type that should be presented for consideration by those interested. This
information is of a nature as to cause the conscientious reader to wonder. OFF is convinced
that the author is sincere and suggests that the subject matter appears to have, at least, a
foundation in truth. An open discussion of this topic is in order, and letters to PUBLICK
FORUM will provide the proper framework for all input. Editor]

PURPOSE
The US department of Defense's original plans to research the Mind control
phenomena was to determine psychological and chemical formulas providing

the US with the "perfect" espionage agent. This quickly evolved into
planning the "production" of the perfect soldier... government worker...slave.
However, German SS officer/occultist Himmler's research development
scientists sent this search "for the "Manchurian Candidate" off in another
direction ... PSYCHOLOGICAL GENETIC ENGINEERING.
It was determined that "absolute" mind control could be realized through
specific tortures of the intended transgenerational Victim ...from the moment
of birth!
Armed with this deadly research, a collection of "dedicated psychiatrists"
from Germany, Italy, and the US, a new but ancient form of mind-control
was reborn through Project Monarch.
Modern science had simply unraveled the occult cryptic so called "magikal"
secrets of mind control...to spawn a new generation of "superior
beings"...who could NEVER ASK WHAT THEIR COUNTRY COULD DO
FOR THEM...BUT ONLY WHAT THEY COULD DO FOR THEIR
COUNTRY.

HISTORY
Project Monarch is a US Defense Department code name assigned to a
subsection of the Central Intelligence Agency's Operation Artichoke later
become Project MK Ultra. Whereas Project Monarch was officially
dedicated sometime in the early 1960's by the US Army. Project Monarch is
a genealogical approach to define transgenerational (via genetic psychology)
behavioral modification through trauma based psychological mind control.
The original documentation which spawned this project was derived from
collected intensive research previously performed by top SS German Nazi
scientists (1927-1941) as the result of their interest in the multigenerational
affects of occult psychology as applied in the nuclear family of known
pedophiles. The identified leader of this research was an SS officer by the
name of Himmler.
This German government Top Secret ("BLACK ARTS") research was
originally considered to be a significant "bonus" by-product of the US
Department of Defense's Project 63 A.K.A., Project National Interest. Project
63 was dictated to the secret importation of a group of German Nazi and
Italian fascists scientists. This was accomplished in 1959 so as to reunite
these scientists with their captured comrades from WW II. These scientists
areas of expertise were primarily physics (rocket R& D), psychiatry (mind
control/Psychological Warfare), and micro biology/ pharmacology.
Although Project Monarch information has to date not been declassified as
was it's research umbrella from D.o.D. mind control studies known as project
MK Ultra. It never-the-less has become a household word among a multitude
of Intelligence Community operatives.

Project MK Ultra was exposed publicly in 1970 through law suits filed by
Canadian survivors and/or their surviving families. These brave persons
received the cooperation of Canadian Intelligence individuals and others who
uncovered one of the CIA's original mind control research mental health
facilities based in Montreal, Quebec Canada. Although the CIA and
Canadian government settled the lawsuits out of court so as not to be
required to officially admit to any wrong doing -- the secret was out.
Now, two decades later the United States and Canadian populace is
beginning to feel the criminal atrocities being committed against them in the
private sector as a direct result of the so-called "secret" mind control
experiments.
Now, a wave of transgenerational occult mind control victims are so
numerous within our general population that the US government has
launched, through its vast network of CIA operatives; misinformation
campaigns to cover-up this source of pure evil. One of the most prominent
misinformation campaigns is targeting a supernatural source (rather than the
CIA) with the justification label "spiritual warfare"... A.K.A. to Intelligence
specialists as Operation Armageddon.

PROJECT MONARCH PROGRAMMING DEFINITIONS
1. ALPHA - This is considered "regular programming." This is actually what
would be considered a "base Personality" control. The original purpose of
Alpha was to program (train/condition the mind through torture) of the
espionage agent to perform certain difficult tasks. This program also locks in
photographic memory, improves physical strength up to 5 times, and visual
acuity is radically improved to 40 times normal limits, along with a host of
other super-human traits. Alpha programming is accomplished through
deliberately subdividing the victim's personality, which in essence causes a
left brain right brain division allowing for a programmed union of L and R
through neuron pathway stimulations and you've got . a person who can now
utilize both sides of his/her brain for any simple task.
2. BETA -This is a combination of Alpha ; "logic" programming and Beta
primordial (primitive mind) sex programming. This programming eliminates
learned moral convictions and stimulates the primitive sexual instincts
devoid of inhibitions. This training Program (usually for women) is for
developing the "ultimate prostitute"...a sex machine. This is the most used
(by the abusers knowledgeable of the Project Monarch) program. Children of
knowledgeable persons are being preconditioned through incest and "sold"
into the conspiracy for additional Beta conditioning to eventually satisfy the
bizarre perversions of politicians, bankers, drug lords, or anyone deemed
valuable to the conspiracy.
3. DELTA - This program was originally designed to train special agents and
espionage agents' minds for becoming fearless terrorists devoid of fear and
basic self preservation instincts capable of incredible feats of physical

endurance and murder. The new revised edition of Delta has pulled from the
Delta program information on training the new breed of man - one who kills
and, if caught, self-destructs. This program is now applied to some Beta
prostitutes who double as drug mules...to protect the identity of their owners
if they are caught, they die -of "natural causes."
4. THETA -Psychic programming ...the "exotic one". But not to be confused
with the paranormal phenomenon of fortune telling or future forecasting.
Those are examples of a magician's craft - while Theta psychic programming
was and is the exploration of an unpredictable fact of human science. The
initial results of Theta programmed subjects were inconsistent that the Theta
project was virtually abandoned before its research completion date. Duke
University, North Carolina, among other prominent "institutions", devoted
many years to this project with what equated to poor results. It seems that the
region of the brain able of transmitting and/or receiving "mental messages"
has not yet evolved to a level for dependable communication...with any
predictable, reliable consistency. The Soviets, however, invested billions of
dollars into their version of psychic research and claimed/proved remarkable
successes. With the advances in directed energy research... Theta "psychic
driving" is obsolete.
But the Theta program "head" was not dead yet. Theta couldn't die because
of the Soviet's reported successes...it evolved into bio-medical human
telemetry and directed target energy involving lasers and/or
electromagnetics...the results of which were referred to as "electronic
possession". The ultimate challenge for the 21st century exorcist... providing
he worked a day job-as a skilled CIA supported Neurosurgeon.
A few years ago, this programming technique involved the surgical
implantation of sodium/lithium powered high frequency receiver/
transducers coupled to a multi-range discharge capacitor that when signaled
by remote control would electronically stimulate designated parts of the
brain to signal the victim to respond according to his/her program. These
experiments were only partially successful with a high mortality and
paralysis rate. However, the technical mind control equipment evolution
would advance to levels well beyond the grasp of any reader. Now it seems
that "implants" will eventually become as common in numbers as are the
victims of trauma based psychological mind control...but non implanted ,non
programmed victims will hold the largest majority...the 1990's version of
mind control requires neither implant or program...just computer driven
directed energy using microwave...anybody can become a target.

THE COMPONENTS
Originally the physical components thought to be necessary to
program/deprogram were rather complex and cumbersome...enough
"laboratory decadence" to make Dr. Frankenstein blush. There were
elaborate sound and light-proof sensory depravation isolation chambers,
some using exotic suspension fluids that could mimic weightlessness. Direct

current high voltage with very low amperage electroshock devices are the
most important tools of the trade as the brain is electrically powered.
Voltages ranged from .072 volt to 200,000 depending on application and to
what part of the body it was to be administered.
There are "strap on" head and foot devices that could deliver a mind altering
shock of an exact duration according to the subject's brainwave activity
and/or heartbeat. Other portable hand held stun gun type devices can deliver
shock up to 200,000 volts for a variety of reasons, but primarily for instant
control of the conscious mind.
A great deal of successful research and development went into the effects of
harmonics or inaudible to the conscious ear sound waves that affect the RNA
covering of neuron pathways to the subconscious. Harmonics generators,
code named ether-wave, are capable of subconscious mind embedding
detailed messages (commands linked to audible triggers). This is known as
electronic programming and is a standard programming device in all forms
of Project Monarch. Hence the reason many Monarch survivors (drug
mules/prostitutes) recall being taken onto certain US military bases and
"Freedom Ranch" a.k.a. trauma centers for "programming".
Mind altering drugs...natural and synthetic compounds that can instantly alter
certain brain/thought functions were developed from modern medical
technology and from ancient witchcraft formulas.
The revised components list is not so comprehensive and obvious. For
instance, a sound proofed burial casket makes a great sensory depravation
chamber similar to one being used now at a Kentucky (CIA) conditioning
camp". There, Delta, Alpha, and Beta victims of this conspiracy are regularly
taken by their owners for " reconditioning " a n d reprogramming for drug
muling runs or "assignments". Most make it out of this man-made-hell alive,
some don't...but as it is said, there's always more where those came from.
Whereas, the only other equipment components needed are devices to hang
victims upside down by their ankles, cattle prods the cylinder type that are
inserted deep into the vagina or rectum for a "simulated orgasm with the
devil".
High voltage (up to 200,000 volts DC) hand held law enforcement type stun
guns are a must tool for the victim's owner to erase certain memory (if used
on the muscle area of the victims within 2 hours of the "to-be-forgotten"
event, and to control the victim's "insane" fits of rage if they are mistakenly
triggered to perform a pre- conditioned task and they are at the moment in
the "wrong personality". The only other components the Beta owner must
posses are a diary or a damn good memory of their programs, key, and a
working knowledge of hypnosis. In other words, a small brief case will
contain everything a Beta owner "needs" to control his slave...completely
...forever.

THE FORMULA
The formula for Beta programming is the exact same as for Alpha, the only
difference is that through a series of specific tortures and commands the Beta
victim retreats deeper into her primitive mind and the results are a woman
with a child like insatiable sexual appetite. This re- tapped sexual appetite
was "developed" in her formative years through constant incest with her
father figure. What begins as unbearable pain to a child's mind quickly
"switches" to an sexual desire for the very person who was abusing
her...daddy. This reversal is the key to all programming -Pain becomes
pleasure, up is down, etc. Hence the reason Colonel Michael Aquino,
attached to the DIA, adopted the satanic philosophy of reversing everything
including bad is good.

WARNING
The following information, although intended for multi- generational family
abuse systems, is adequate to divide a person's base personality for
enslavement purposes, but for humanitarian reasons, I cannot publish the
actual programming information, If you try this at home -you are on your
own, and when our nation "wakes up"...you will become a target for
prosecution.
First, slow body metabolism by reducing caloric intake say, for an average
125 lb. female 19-30 years of age to 300 per day -reduce to 0 intake of all
sugar, lower protein intake accordingly, (This action will literally starve the
brain into submission).
From time to time water depravation may be necessary to swell the brain by
raising the temperature making memory of experienced events difficult or
impossible to recall by the victim a.k.a. the "kiss and not tell syndrome".
Combine with 3 to 10 seconds-f 120,000 volts to leg or back. Vomiting and
flu like symptoms will occur but memory is now hidden behind a wall of
"black lightening".
Sleep depravation - absolutely a must in preconditioning and continued
maintenance for new programming. Victims must not experience more than
two hours continuous uninterrupted sleep. Maximum sleep allowed 3 hours
per 24 hour day. Days should be spent in heavy physical exercise to the point
of constant exhaustion. This action stimulates the brain to overproduce
endorphins and thus temporarily silence the logic center. This action also is
responsible for reversing the brain's functions from right to left or vice versa.
Victims will respond to most any command robotically and hypnotic
programming becomes a breeze.
Hanging the victims upside down for periods of time, one-two hours per day
will further trick the brain into dissociation from reality and can reverse such
primordial brain functions as turning pain into pleasure - up will become
down - out will become in, and above all the person administering the

tortures will become omnipotent in the victim's now rearranged mind. This
phenomena is likened to the Stockholm Syndrome.
Daily tortures administered should focus on any of the known victims former
idiosyncrasies. This could include introducing ant into the ear canal or
coverings the victim in say (harmless) spiders or snakes (rubber facsimile
will work) or exposing them to loud noises (firecrackers) disguised as
bombs, heated needles or toothpicks under the fingernails, even constant
tickling. These idiosyncrasies then became "tortures-of-the-mind" tortures
that there are no escape from. When the operator ceases torturing the victims
short of death, he's considered benevolent and "worship" by the victim will
again commence ...even stronger than before. The controllers voiced wishes
will become instead commands to the victim and all moral decision making
processes (sex, murder, etc.) totally bridged (ignored) by the "new mind" of
the victim.
High voltage electroshock has multi use purposes - for Torture, left brain
right brain function, reversals, and, depending on the amount of voltage
administered and the location on the body, to compartmentalize programs or
to set in new ones. Electroshock is also used as a "harmless" not so subtle
reminder to carry out commands. High DC voltage is a key component as it,
too, produces an instant euphoric state due to the increased endorphin
production, coupled with the victim's total lack of physical control.
Sensory depravation can be accomplished through hanging in conjunction
with eye and ear covers - or with more elaborate sound and light proof rooms
or even burial caskets. I am more familiar with specially heated salt water
tanks where buoyancy accomplishes weightlessness, and fitted electroshock
movement sensitive sensors are positioned on the victims to stimulate the
mental sensation of loss of consciousness while wide awake and should the
victims move externally, high voltage is automatically administered and the
victim actually looses consciousness momentarily. This process is repeated
over and over until the brain is trained to stop all external body movement
from the conscious mind. Then the victim can be audibly commanded and
programmed to a calendar date to perform a task:...say 50 years in the future
Without even being cued by an operator...flawlessly. This program becomes
a part of the primitive mind -the same one that tells the victim's heart to beat,
etc.
Death or health programs can easily be put in place and are not diffusible
through conventional psychiatry without knowledge of exact keys
administered by an expert psycho/hypno- therapist. I personally know of one
13 year old girl who is currently institutionalized awaiting such care due to
her being locked in through the use of sophisticated harmonics equipment
from birth, But US Department of Justice officials have stopped her mother
(Beta victim) in their pursuit of Justice...and so goes the mother's credibility
and the needed expert mental health assistance for her child.
Now you've got the formula. "Try" and protect yourself from it ...nobody
else will.

THE VICTIMS, PAST AND PRESENT
It is "alleged"...
The first victims were captured MPD spies and dissidents from friendly and
dissident nations, but unfortunately for the second group of victims, there
weren't enough caught to properly study and develop the so-called
Manchurian Candidate, via psychological abuse with our country's newly
organized Project MK Ultra.
The second group, it is alleged, were bright aggressive young men who had
applied to Officers Candidate School (OCS). These men took entrance exams
and psychological tests, tests that revealed whether or not they would
become "candidates" for Project Monarch as their entrance psychological
exams revealed they were victims of child abuse.
These eager young men were allegedly told (more or less) that they couldn't
go to OCS for whatever reason but they could "volunteer" for a career in
Intelligence and with their Top Secret "training" they could develop
incredible super human physical and psychological abilities...with a "just
sign here".
This true but very misleading information created powerful patriotic images
in their minds...they envisioned being "special" espionage agents in just a
few months instead of years at OCS. 007 stuff...well, sort of anyway. They
were the first volunteers! Their fates are unknown even to their families and
themselves if they're still alive.
The present day Beta victims are allegedly "recruited" a little younger than
19...BIRTH. Some (but certainly not all) by fathers who got caught sending
kiddy porn through the US Mails, but most were either government or MOB
connected. These "caught" fathers were more or less then blackmailed by
alleged CIA agents to dedicate their child to the program in exchange for
money, business favors, and protection against prosecution...these pedophiles
became an honorable member of a US Government Criminal Conspiracy.
The father's were then educated at government expense on how to
precondition their little girl/boy with tortures of the mind and body and with
sex - which would give this child a "gift that keeps on giving" Multiple
Personality Disorder - a super child.
Some more aggressive fathers would have a half dozen children and
"dedicate" as many as "Uncle" wanted. Most all became affluent or
rich...except the victims...The Victims of Project Monarch.
Organized crime bosses jumped in the conspiracy for the protection of their
lucrative child/adult pornography business. Day Care Centers were Opened
by conspiracy members for what, was dubbed a "kiddy smorgasbord". Some
conspirators got "sloppy" and used to much occult or satanic trauma for the
Mind Control base on the kids and they "told". But to no avail...as our

government regards public exposure of their own human experiments as a
"threat to National Security".
West Point had Day Care Center that recently collapsed under the pressure of
irate parents who themselves were students at this elite OCS school in the
"free" world. The same thing happened at Presidio, California.
The government (US Army C/ID) covered it up in the name of National
Security and the kids, are, in counseling now -scarred mentally for life. SO
for now it looks like its going to be a return to "in home supply" and
implants because it's the American way...and father and Uncle Sam "knows
best" as they say.
Note: There are many other known methods of recruiting victims for Alpha
and Beta. This was just two common identified methods, among others, in
professional sports. I could write a volumes on the other methods for types of
Alpha victims such as "super baseball (victim) players who from time to
time forget how to pitch and embarrass their owners.
Ironically enough, one of the main alleged organizers of this conspiracy is a
baseball fanatic and even required two of the Beta victims he used from time
to time to memorize every players batting average on four teams...this man
was US Attorney General, appointed by Reagan, who resigned his post in a
cloud of dishonor and is now chief legal council for our "NEW WORLD
ORDER" police force...the United Nations.

THE USERS AND ABUSERS
The identity of some of the main users/abusers of Project Monarch
Alpha/Beta programmed victims have been positively identified to me by
survivors who existed at the top of this US Government Criminal Conspiracy
literally for their entire lives. There are other victims who are simply too
afraid to talk now, programmed with the "No Where to Run, No where to
Hide" and/or "Who Ya" Gonna Call" CIA themes, but can and will
eventually... because they've named their abusers from the Pentagon to the
White House.
These users appear to be focusing not on recreational sex, but on drugs billions of dollars annually in heroin/cocaine muled into the US via cruise
ships, airplanes- private and commercial by Alpha Beta victims. The sale of
these drugs is allegedly supporting the CIA's illegal covert action habits. The
CIA doesn't have a "Black Budget" like the Pentagon boys...they earn theirs
the "old fashion way" - by importing and selling drugs through elaborate
network systems of users that the CIA has taken years to establish. They also
consume a lot of their own product!
I've heard from victims some of the dollar amounts that were transferred via
computer on just one deal that could buy a banana republic. The Beta mules
stopped carrying suitcases full of cash in mid 1986 after the shift from
Cuban/Jamaican suppliers went to Mexico. It has been confirmed that the

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) treaty was Mexico' s
reward for their cooperation.
The abusers are really anyone the Beta victims have come in contact
with...that knows what she/he is and how to activate their programmed
triggers.
To name a few, there are drug lords, politicians, (federal, state, and local)
corrupt law enforcement personnel, big name entertainers who themselves
usually own a Beta victim or two and a host of other conspiracy members.
Victims are traded among members like livestock. When they reach 30 years
of age they are many times used in snuff porn movies, or what is termed
"thrown from the Freedom Train." The abusers are too numerous to mention
here, but in the reports previously disseminated, were named - many on the
Washington, DC level, and hopefully will become visible media targets once
myself and concerned others wake up the populace with the well hidden
truth.

THE FUTURE
Psychological mind control techniques, formulas and equipment, unlike
nuclear weapon systems, can be reproduced without exotic and expensive
component systems...in the privacy of one's own home by virtually any one
with average intelligence, a little information, and no conscience tie.
criminals). Mind Control Out Of Control is just as lethal as nuclear war
byproducts, however through genetically engineering psychology...the "evil"
seed is passed on generation to generation.
Trauma based mind control, also aptly termed "white slavery" for the
CHOSEN ONES IN THE 21ST Century will be predictably the largest
"cottage industry" in terms of illicit profits, death, and destruction of
innocent victims...unless the trend is stopped and those responsible in
government and the private sector are punished and the survivors/victims
given qualified rehabilitative psychiatric care.
The US now has nuclear regulatory agencies which exercise caution as to
who can even build nuclear weapons, power plants, x- ray machines, or even
smoke detectors. But not for Mind Control - thanks to the same US
government corrupt officials...it's out of control.
The results of which are showing up everywhere. Multiple Personality
Disordered persons are now common place - whereas before 1980 it was one
of the rarest diagnosed psychiatric disorders...from 200 cases to 24,000.
Which could mean a bare minimum over 250,000 undiagnosed programmed
MPDs walking around waiting to explode with rage as serial killers, child
abusers, etc. etc. etc., against the society that protects a few US government
criminal conspirators -why?

While we're waiting for the answer, another child is being raped, most likely
by the very person biologically designed to protect them...their father. So in a
few years - he can put a notice in his computer bulletin board..."Beta trained
child for sale...Best offer...will trade for business of equal value."

THE FUTURE?
PROJECT MONARCH ALPHA, BETA PROGRAMMED VICTIM/
SURVIVOR IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
1. Victim majority is female (71%).
2. Victims are Multiple Personality Disordered (100%).
3. Victims/survivors have (or are) participated in commercially and privately
produced/sold legal and illegal pornography. (100%) interviewed). This
pornography is often the "underground variety" of bestiality, child/adult,
child/child, adult/infant, sado-masochistic, satanic/occult films and videos,
magazines, and still photographs.
4. Older victims were frequently tattooed for easy identification with a "socalled" Blue or other colored MONARCH butterfly. This practice became
more or less obsolete in the early 1970's and was replaced by the victim
wearing butterfly hair barrettes, large butterfly ear rings, pins, necklaces,
bracelets, or embroidered insignias to "advertise" their art of expertise to
knowledgeable abusers. This rule applies to 100% of the victims
interviewed.
5. ALL MONARCH survivors were victims of brutal sexual child abuse.
Programmed survivors have been found to be multi- generational incest
victims whose genealogy can be traced to either Catholicism, Mormonism,
and/or members of US Intelligence Communities.
6. Many victims are frequently determined to have been the natural or
adopted children of multi-generational Satanist or in some cases "renegade
witchcraft" occult groups.
7. Survivors once in therapy are always adjusted to possess homicidal and/or
suicidal ideations which only recently has been determined to be as a result
of sophisticated trauma base psychological programming.
8. Victims almost always possess multiple electric prod (stun gun) scars
and/or the resultant moles in the muscled areas of the back, arms, neck and
thighs. Some victims are also (in addition to) vaginally mutilated through
"body piercing" (rings placed in nipples, vaginal lips, or clitoris) or through
actually elaborated carving the vaginal area. Also, scars from branding irons
or knives throughout the body will depict pentagrams, animals, crosses, even
certain cartoon characters. There is also a group that "forces" moles through
electric shock and/or chemical application to the neck and face to further
identify to abusers the victim's training/programming.
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